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Robot harvesting of wine & table grapes in
vertical and pergola training systems.
Yield prediction of wine & table grapes.
Thinning of small wine grapes to improve
quality by reducing yield.
Fungi detection & removal of infected wine
grapes.
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EXPECTED IMPACT

1

Advance beyond the current state, the
core
technologies
of
cognitive
mechatronics and intelligence in
agricultural robotics, especially with
advancement
of
bi-manual
manipulation and reaching with safety.

INSPECTION ROBOT
BACCHUS will develop a mobile platform,
enhanced with sensors such as RGB-D,
hyperspectral camera and lidars in order to
perform the inspection of crops like wine
and table grapes, for health and ripeness.

Develop a bi-manual robotic platform
capable to harvest the crops by using
traditional procedures.

HARVESTING ROBOT

Reduce manual labour of cumbersome

4 tasks and deal with the human labour
shortage in the area of agriculture.

Provide an autonomous robotic ecosystem
utilizing
mobile
platforms
and
manipulators for intelligent inspection and
selective harvesting of high value crops.
Develop autonomous mobile robots
capable to explore the agricultural area and
assess the crops.

Introduce
services
supporting
agriculture management and automate
2 tasks like crops quality inspection and
selective harvesting to allow substantial
improvements on the performance of
contemporary farming operations.
Lower the technical barriers of the
agricultural
sector,
drive
user
3 acceptance and boost both agricultural
and robotic leadership for global
competitiveness future growth and
sustainability.

OBJECTIVES

BACCHUS will develop a mobile dual arm
robot with advanced cognitive capabilities
for selective harvesting of high value crops,
human-like manner.

Develop an integrated grasp planning
framework to plan and optimize grippers for

Develop a Decision Support System and
mechanisms for optimizing operational
capacity, automated operation planning and
task scheduling with automatic rapid
processes.
Enable safe autonomous navigation and
interaction in heterogeneous agricultural
areas.

